CHANGING THE WAY WE BUILD FOR THE FUTURE

FORTY MORE YEARS OF FABULOUS MIAMI BEACH 17 JANUARY 15

STEPHEN A. MOUZON, AIA CNU LEED THE NEW URBAN GUILD MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA, USA
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COUNT THE CRANES
SEA LEVEL & FLOOR LEVEL
RAISING GALVESTON
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WHAT WE LOVE
Wealthy Growth
Frugal Growth
THE DEFAULT SETTING
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CODE FOR CHARACTER
MOST-LOVED PLACES

Loved the Longest
Valued the Most
Know Where You Are
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EXTREME MAKEOVERS

Santa Fe
Santa Barbara
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DEVELOPING LOCAL CHARACTER

South Beach
Coral Gables
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Tradition

Habit - Something We Do Repeatedly

Tradition - Something We Love to Do Repeatedly
Civic Leaders

Mayor
Commissioner
Chamber of Commerce
Other Civic Leaders
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